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DISCOVER PERFECT HOLIDAY 
GIFTS THIS SEASON FROM 
10 CORSO COMO, THE ORIGINAL 
ITALIAN CONCEPT STORE 
IN NEW YORK’S HISTORIC 
SEAPORT DISTRICT.

10 Corso Como was created in 
1991 in Milan as a “living magazine” 
with a curated mix of fashion, 
design, lifestyle, beauty and art in a 
succession of spaces. Discover a truly 
unique destination featuring exclusive 
product, rotating pop ups and events. 
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CHASE AND WONDER

The luxury ceramic scented 
candles are a labor of love. 
Hand-crafted to perfection, 
Chase and Wonder uses the 
finest ingredients for their 
candle scents, the most 
decadent materials for their 
ceramic holders, and the finest 
craftspeople to make them.

Price: $70

Library Country Garden Tropical Paradise

Seashore Flower Lady Botanist

Enchanted Forest Orangery

CANDLES
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54 CELSIUS PYROPETS

Cute animal shaped candles will reveal their wilder 
side once lit! These geometric figurines melt until 
the internal structure remains.

HOPPA BUNNY CANDLE

Price: $28

EINAR UNICORN CANDLE

Price: $35

DREKI DRAGON CANDLE

Price: $35

KISA CAT CANDLE

Price: $34
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FEU DE BOIS SCENTED CANDLE 300G

This candle takes you straight into wintertime… In the hearth, a fire roars, 
throwing out its light and casting shadows. The wood crackles as flames 

slowly consume the logs, releasing their dense, smoky scent.

Price: $95

TUBEREUSE SCENTED CANDLE 300G

The scent of tuberose in the vast fields of white 
flowers in Southern India. From the top of their 

long, slender stems, these flowers exhale a heady 
yet fresh and green scent, delicately nuanced with 

fruity, milky notes.

Price: $95

SET OF SMALL CANDLES  
(BAIES, FIGUIER, ROSES)

This set of three mini candles 
creates a sensation of warmth 
and freshness. The allure of a 
bouquet of roses, sweetened 
with blackcurrant, mixed with the 
warmth of the fig tree leaves.

Price: $108

FIGUIER SCENTED CANDLE 300G

The woody scent of fig trees stretching endlessly 
across a Mediterranean landscape. The sun is at its 
peak and the warm wind carries with it the intense 

fragrance of the trees mingled with the green, 
delicately fruity accents of a handful of figs on the 

cusp of ripening. 

Price: $95

DIPTYQUE
Revered for balanced, transformative scents, 
diptyque offers a full collection of intoxicating 

candles, home fragrances and body care.
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Feu de Bois

Feuille de Lavande

Lys

Santal

Figuier

Gardenia

Roses

Tubereuse
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CANDLE SNUFFER

A perfect accessory for extinguishing the flame on your Diptyque 
candle. Snuff the flame and preserve the burning quality of your 
candle over time. Made entirely from zamac. Candle not included.

Price: $40

(on previous page)

DIPTYQUE SCENTED CANDLES 
Diptyque is a luxury goods brand celebrated for its high-quality 
paraffin wax and scents infused with natural notes. Each candle is 
created with a cotton and lead-free wick for safety as well as a special 
wax formula that is intended to evenly burn longer.

Price: $65

TOM DIXON

TOM DIXON OIL CANDLE

The Oil Candle from Tom Dixon's 
Materialism range is a refreshing 
blast of woody essential oils. This 
candle's vessel is multi-colored 
portraying petrol on water. This 
candle contains 8% fragrance 
content, ensuring a prominent 
and long lasting scent.

Price: $100

Available in other scents  
upon request

TOM DIXON CORK CANDLE

The Cork Candle from Tom 
Dixon's Materialism range is 
an earthy scent with hints of 
leather, patchouli, neroli, and 
vetivert. This candle's cork 
vessel is derived from forests 
in Portugal and compliments 
the unconventional burnt sugar 
aroma of the candle.

Price: $100

TOM DIXON ALLOY CANDLE

The Alloy Candle from Tom 
Dixon's Materialism range is a 
warm, woody fragrance that is 
married with the cool metal scent 
it burns in. This candle's vessel 
is designed for a heavy metal 
accent in the home.

Price: $100
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TOM DIXON ECLECTIC

ORIENTALIST

The Orientalist scent from Tom Dixon's Materialism range evokes 
the smell of an herbal market. It is an oriental scent featuring cassis, 

violet, leaves, monta verde, rose, magnolia, geranium, clove, 
patchouli, amber, and musk.

LONDON

London captures the smell of red brick and London parks with 
crocuses and nettles, and the salty smell of the Thames at 

Dagenham.

ROYALTY

The citrus Royalty scent captures the aroma of tea time with scones 
and strawberry jam. It features cologne, bergamot, lemon, earl grey 

tea, verbena, mint, and cedar wood.

SMALL CANDLE

Encased in a nickel, brass, or copper hand-spun vessel, with a solid 
Morwad marble lid. Burn time: 50 hours.

Price: $90

LARGE CANDLE

Encased in a nickel, brass, or copper hand-spun vessel with a solid 
Morwad marble lid. Burn time: 70 hours.

Price: $130
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CANDLE HAND

FCUK YOU / GUN FINGERS / OK / FIG HAND / YOU ROCK / VICTORY

The hand gesture candles are the same size as a real hand. The candles are fully 
solid and weigh about 400 grams. The average candle burning time is over 

20 hours. The wick of the candles goes through full candle height.

Price: $40
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JEAN-MICHEL BASQUIAT

Basquiat established his reputation as a graffiti 

artist in the late 1970s, and his tag (SAMO) and 

subversive messages caught the attention of art 

world stars of the era: Andy Warhol and Keith Haring 

thrust Basquiat onto a global stage.

RED CANDLE

Jean-Michel Basquiat Red 
Candle smells of spicy plum. 
It depicts Basquiat's early 
paintings of imagery and text on 
a red vessel.

Price: $60

KING PLEASURE CANDLE

Jean-Michel Basquiat King Pleasure candle 
displays one of Basquiat's early graffi designs that 
became a distinctive piece of his work. The candle 
emits a glorious fruity, fig scent.

Price: $60

RETURN OF THE CENTRAL FIGURE CANDLE

Jean-Michel Basquiat Return of the Central Figure 
Candle is a combination of amber, incense, and 
spices. The vessel features graffiti-style art with 

conceptual words and creatures.

Price: $60

GLENN CANDLE

Jean-Michel Basquiat Glenn Candle smells 
of patchouli. Basquiat's 1984 Glenn Neo-

Expressionism artwork is on the face of the candle.

Price: $60

TRUMPET CANDLE

Jean-Michel Basquiat Trumpet Candle is a 
combination of almond and cherry notes in a 
vessel that features a trumpet and crown motif 
honoring the artist.

Price: $60
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CAMPBELL'S CANDLES

This candle displays Andy Warhol’s famous 
soup pop art in the form of a lively aromatic 

scent. Enjoy in various colors and scents.

Price: $60

Low Res
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Flowers 1

Flowers 3

Flowers 2

Flowers 4

FLOWERS CANDLE

The Flower Candle is a recreation of Warhol's 
1964-65 work, "Flowers on White". Based on Andy 

Warhol's 1962 Campbell's Soup Cans.

Price: $60

BRILLO CANDLE

The Andy Warhol Brillo Box Candle's design is 
based on "Brillo Box (Soap Pads)", 1964. The scent 
feaures soapy notes of grapefruit, white pepper, 
and narcissus.

Price: $90
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DIFFUSERS

MATERIALISM OIL 
DIFFUSER

The Oil Reed Diffuser from 
Tom Dixon's Materialism range 
is a refreshing blast of woody 
essential oils. The glass vessel 
is multi-colored portraying petrol 
on water.

Price: $115

MATERIALISM ALLOY 
DIFFUSER

The Alloy Reed Diffuser from 
Tom Dixon's Materialism range is 
a warm, woody fragrance that is 
married with its cool metal scent. 
It contains steel wood accord, 
cypriol and amber xtreme.

Price: $115

TOM DIXON
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ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON

ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON 
ROYALTY DIFFUSER

The Royalty Reed Diffuser is one of three Eclectic 
Body Washes. The citrus scent captures the aroma 

of tea time with scones and strawberry jam. It 
features cologne, bergamot, lemon, earl grey tea, 

verbena, mint, and cedar wood. Directions: Be sure 
that the oil is in its proper metal vessel. Place reeds 

in respective openings

Price: $120

ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON 
LONDON DIFFUSER

The London Reed Diffuser from Tom Dixon's 
Materialism range evokes the smell of red brick and 
London parks with crocuses and nettles, and the 

salty smell of the Thames at Dagenham. Directions: 
Be sure that the oil is in its proper metal vessel. 

Place reeds in respective openings.

Price: $120

ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON 
ORIENTALIST DIFFUSER

The Orientalist Reed Diffuser from Tom Dixon's 
Materialism range evokes the smell of a herbal 
market in a glass bottle. It is an oriental scent 

featuring cassis, violet, leaves, monta verde, rose, 
magnolia, geranium, clove, patchouli, amber, and 

musk. Directions: Be sure that the oil is in its proper 
metal vessel. Place reeds in respective openings.

Price: $120
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CHASE AND WONDER DIFFUSERS

Each with its own story, Chase and Wonder 
has created sophisticated reed diffusers. 
These alcohol-free fragrances are meant to 
last for 2-3 months.

Price: $50

Library Country Garden Tropical Paradise

Seashore

Enchanted Forest  

Orangery

Flower Lady Botanist
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PERFUMES + SCENTS

PERFUME SET

Creating fragrances is an art and art is a journey. 
Invite your mind and your senses to explore 5 
olfactory landscapes: Do Son, Eau des Sens, 
Philosykos, L'Ombre dans l'Eau, Eau Rose.

Price: $105

DIPTYQUE

The celebrated French luxury goods brand 
sources only the best natural materials to create 

its unique scents 
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DO SON EAU DE TOILETTE

The sea breeze carries the heady and spicy 
scent of tuberoses. Do Son has the delicateness 
and persistence of a memory from a childhood.

Price: $140

SOLID PERFUME

This fragrance is inspired by the enfleurage 
technique used to capture the scent principle of 
flowers. Its alcohol-free wax is a scented balm 

that is applied with the  
fingertips to reveal the aroma.

Price: $60

EAU ROSE EAU DE TOILETTE

Immerse all the components of a rose in clear 
water and wait to reveal its floral delicateness, 

fruity accents and acidulated green notes... Eau 
Rose is an infusion of the finest damascena and 

centifolia roses. 

Price: $140

ROOM SPRAY

Used to accentuate the scent of any candle to 
make the room a livelier and more vibrant place. 

It can also be used by itself in more confined 
space such as wardrobes or luggage. Just spray 

30cm from fabric items or curtains.

Price: $68

ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON 
HAND WASH

Three Eclectic Hand Washes, each 
featuring scents of separate stories. 
Massage into wet skin and enjoy the 
pleasant smell after rinsing.

Price: $45

ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON 
BODY WASH

Three Eclectic Body Washes, each 
featuring scents of separate stories. 
Massage into wet skin and enjoy the 
pleasant smell after rinsing.

Price: $35

ECLECTIC BY TOM DIXON 
HAND BALM

The Hand Balm is made with a blend of 
honey, oils, and rosehip featuring strong 
aromatic scents. These ingredients are rich 
in antioxidants and aid the driest of hands, 
leaving them soft and nourished.

Price: $70

Available in other scents upon request.
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GEORGE JENSEN
With a history that spans more than 100 years, the 

Georg Jensen brand represents quality craftsmanship 

and timeless aesthetic design, producing lifestyle 

products ranging from hollowware to watches, jewelry 

and home products. The philosophy of Georg Jensen 

himself was to create democratic designs possessing 

both functionality and beauty.

HOME DECOR

COBRA CANDLEHOLDER, STAINLESS STEEL, 2 PIECES

Designer Constantin Wortmann set out to make a traditional candleholder 
for the contemporary household. It is reminiscent of an antique candlestick 
in its substantial weight and height, but it has voluptuous, gravity-defying 

curves rendered in mirror polished stainless steel.

Price: $145
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SMALL KOPPEL VASE,  
STAINLESS STEEL

Price: $95

MEDIUM KOPPEL VASE,  
STAINLESS STEEL

Price: $125

KOPPEL VASE

Price: $45

The legendary Henning Koppel’s work is synonymous with both the heritage 
of Georg Jensen and indeed with Danish design itself. Working endlessly in his 
pursuit of reconciling form and function, Koppel was obsessed with creating 
everyday objects that were beautiful without sacrificing practicality. His work 
has stood the test of time and continues to be a source of inspiration to new 
generations of designers. Most recently the Georg Jensen design team have 

taken original Koppel designs and reworked them to new variations of his iconic 
pieces. Original Koppel watercolor sketches from the archive have inspired and 

introduced a new color palette of black, steel and shades of blue.
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COBRA BOWL

Designer Constantin Wortmann’s work 
follows natural flowing shapes and 
sensuous curves. As if the surface of 
a liquid had been turned to steel, the 
Cobra bowl’s curves seem to constantly 
change depending on the viewpoint and 
the light. 

Price: $100

FREQUENCY BOWL, STAINLESS STEEL

American designer Kelly Wearstler collaborated 
with Georg Jensen on the frequency collection, 
bringing together a love of natural forms that 
embodies both her Californian aesthetic and the 
company’s heritage. Inspired by the power and 
beauty of the ocean and the undulating forms 
of waves, the frequency bowl captures the 
imagination. 

Price: $95

VERNER PANTON TRAY, STAINLESS STEEL

Verner Panton was one of the great design iconoclasts of the modern 
era. His works helped put Denmark on the map as a capital of cutting-
edge interiors and it continues to influence today's top creatives. First 

produced in silver in 1988, the design is now available in stainless steel. 
Sometimes known by the evocative nickname "Car Crash," Panton's 

tray is an eye-catching and beautiful centerpiece or serving tray.

Price: $145
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ZAHA HADID

Zaha Hadid Design continues to examine 

its significance within the dialogue of 

contemporary design by interpreting both 

the present and the future and continuing 

to share Hadid’s story. ZHD, which is led 

creatively by co-Directors Woody Yao and 

Maha Kutay, has an extensive cross-

disciplinary portfolio which includes design 

in fashion, jewelry, furniture and finishes. As 

well as interiors, exhibition and set design.

PULSE VASE

Price: $210

PULSE BOWL

Price: $190

SHIMMER TEA LIGHT

Price: $60
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KITCHEN + BAR

GEORG JENSEN SKY SET – SHAKER, 
STIRRING SPOON AND JIGGER, 
STAINLESS STEEL

The strikingly contemporary Sky cocktail 
set comprises a shaker, a stirring spoon and 
a measuring jigger, all made in sensuous 
organic shapes.

Price: $175

GEORG JENSEN SKY ICE CUBES, 
STAINLESS STEEL, 4 PIECES

Aurelian Barbry's Sky Ice Cubes are sculptural 
asymmetric shapes that are both aesthetic and 
practical. Simply keep in the freezer and then put 
in a glass to keep a drink cooler for longer.

Price: $40

GEORG JENSEN, ELEPHANT BOTTLE 
OPENER

In 1987, Jorgen Moller and his grandchild 
designed the elephant bottle opener, which 
went on to be a global favorite. 

Price: $50
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HAY TIN CONTAINERS 

Price: $9

HAY STRAWS

Glass; Set of six

Price: $25

HAY CONTAINERS

Available in various colors

LARGE

Price: $20

MEDIUM

Price: $19

SMALL

Price: $16

HAY

HAY's continued vision is 
to create straightforward, 
function and aesthetic design 
in cooperation with some of 
the world's most talented, 
curious and courageous 
designers. A commitment to 
the design and production 
of furniture and accessories 
allows them to create pieces 
with an eye for modern and 
sophisticated living.
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ZAHA HADID HEW TUMBLERS

Set of four. 

Price: $125

ZAHA HADID HEW HIGHBALLS

Set of four. 

Price: $140

ZAHA HADID HEW CARAFE

Price: $150

ZAHA HADID 
HEW WINE GLASSES

Set of two. 

Price: $115

ZAHA HADID 
SALT & PEPPER GRINDER SET

Price: $105
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KEITH HARING TUMBLER

Price: $50

KEITH HARING WATER BOTTLE

Price: $50

KEITH HARING TUMBLER

Price: $50

KEITH HARING WATER BOTTLE

Price: $50

KEITH HARING TUMBLER

Price: $50

KEITH HARING WATER BOTTLE

Price: $50
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MUGS

ENAMEL MUGS

These enamel mugs bring quirky 
satirical fun to your average mug. 
Price: $26

Available in:
Horsey
Fruitata
I Heart You
Wash Your Mouth
Fingers

SELETTI

From its very first year in 1964, Seletti has followed its 
principle of professional service and constant research to 
strive for innovation and originality. The collections contain art 
blended with daily life icons, conveying to customers a vision 
for a unique, personal, and fun lifestyle. They work closely with 
strong Italian designers such as Catalin, Studio Job and more. 
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CHASE AND WONDER MUGS

Looking for a unique fine china mug?  
Chase and Wonder's illustrated mugs are 
adorned with designs from mustachioed 
men and gentlemanly gorillas to foxy 
ladies and flower cats. There’s a perfect 
china mug for everyone.

Price: $20

CoffeeDandy Lion MrsFoxy Lady MrManners Maketh Man

TeaYou're Magic Dashing GentlemanOctopus for Tea Flower CatMonkey Business

Butterfly LadyDIY Tools Flower Lady Fruit Lady
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Flower Lady Dashing Gentleman Fruit Lady

Butterfly Lady Flower Cat Foxy Lady

Knife and Fork Pig

10" Plates10" Plates

You're Magic

Dinner Bon Appetit

SupperHome

CHASE AND WONDER PLATES

Looking for unique ceramics for the home? 
Chase and Wonder’s fine china plates featuring 

original illustrations are the perfect home 
accessory. From beautiful butterfly ladies to 

dandy lions there’s a design to suit every home.

Price: $45
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BRIGHT & ENERGIZING TEA SET

Two blissful and energizing organic tea blends for 
happy days. This practical set contains two boxes 
of four single serving sachets and the bestselling 
Cylinder Pot. Each Sachet is perfect for one 
brewing.

Price: $50

RICH & WARMING TEA SET

A warming pair of fine organic black tea blends for 
personal moments of reward. This practical set 
contains two boxes of four single serving sachets 
and the bestselling Cylinder Pot. Each Sachet is 
perfect for one brewing.

Price: $50

GARDEN DELIGHTS SET

A cheerful pair of refreshing organic herbal and 
green tea blends for spirited moments. This 
practical set contains two boxes of four single 
serving sachets and the bestselling Cylinder Pot. 
Each Sachet is perfect for one brewing

Price: $50

TEA

PAPER & TEA

P & T is a specialty tea company founded 
in Berlin inspired by tea's legacy throughout 
the ages as an agent of communication, 
creativity and culture.
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GEORG JENSEN BERNADOTTE TEA 
INFUSER, STAINLESS STEEL

The pared-down minimalism of Sigvard 
Bernadotte’s striking designs from the 1930s 
were the inspiration for the Bernadotte 
collection. This elegant infuser is as beautiful 
as it is practical. With its signature grooved 
handle, the stainless-steel ball can be filled 
with loose tea leaves and placed in a cup or 
pot to make the perfect brew.

Price: $40

TOM DIXON BUMP TEAPOT

Price: $200

TOM DIXON BUMP TEA CUPS

Price: $180
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HAY KALEIDO TRAYS

KALEIDO XL

Price: $55

Gray

Black

Royal Blue

Green

Red

Dark Green

Dark Red

Orange

Peach

White

KALEIDO S

Price: $28

KALEIDO L

Price: $50

KALEIDO XS

Price: $18

KALEIDO M

Price: $38

OFFICE & TECH
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HAY TIME HOURGLASSES

This contemporary take on the classic hourglass 
timer is distinguished by its soft, organic shape and 
colored glass. 

HAY SCISSORS

These sleek matte-finish scissors by HAY offer an 
upgrade to a household staple. Available in black 
or brass. 

Price: $15

TIME S 3 MIN

Price: $15

TIME XXL 90 MIN

Price: $45

TIME M 15 MIN

Price: $18

TIME XXXL 120 MIN

Price: $55

TIME L 30 MIN

Price: $30

Gray

Black

Royal Blue

Green

Red

Dark Green

Dark Red

Orange

Peach

White
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CARRY

Portable fast wireless charging and wirelessly 
rechargeable power bank. Stackable charging, 
premium pebble-grain Italian leather, Qi-certified.

Price: $150

CATCH:2

Multi-device fast wireless 
charging. 5-coils, premium 
pebble-grain Italian leather, 
Qi-certified. 

Price: $175
Ash

Dusty Rose
Dusty Rose

Bone

Black

Pacific Blue
Pacific Blue

CATCH:3

Single device fast wireless charging and accessory 
organization. 3-coils, premium pebble-grain Italian 
leather, additional USB-A port, Qi-certified. 

Price: $175

COURANT

Re-designing the charging experience with superior 
quality and speed. All products are made with 
premium materials and cutting edge hardware.
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MASTER & DYNAMIC

Master & Dynamic is a New York-
based audio company. Founded in 

2013, Master & Dynamic designs and 
manufactures headphones, earphones, 

and audio accessories.

MASTER & DYNAMIC MW07

MW07 True Wireless Earphones feature beautiful, 
handcrafted acetate and come with a hand-polished stainless 
steel charging case to deliver a premium mobile sound tool. 

Technically sophisticated components such as custom 10mm 
Beryllium drivers, proprietary “Fit Wings,” innovative antenna 
technology and optical sensors that detect in-ear placement 
to automatically play and pause the earphones demonstrate 
that when it comes to designing the ultimate true wireless 

listening experience, no detail is too small.

Price: $300

MASTER & DYNAMIC X LEICA ME05 0.95

Earphones are made of brass, a material known for 
its acoustic and aesthetic qualities, delivering an 
inspiring sonic experience. Includes 4 ear tips sizes 
for a customizable fit.

Price: $200

Matte Black Acetate

Tortoise Shell Acetate Grey Terrazzo Acetate

Steel Blue Acetate Pink Coral Acetate
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LARGE ICONIC DOT NOTEBOOK

The Large Iconic Dot Notebook is bound by 
a leather cover with the iconic dot print and 
features quality paper.

Price: $70

ICONIC DOT WRITING PAD

The Iconic Dot Writing Pad is bound by leather. 
The top binding is printed in the iconic dot print. 
Suitable for quick lists and jotting notes, the 
perforated pages are easy to remove. 

Price: $65

BLACK ENVELOPE

The Black Envelope is a fashionable carrying case used for storing 
important memos, ID cards, or memorable photos. Featuring a sleek 

black exterior with the iconic dot print in the interior. 

Price: $80

10 CORSO COMO

10 Corso Como's private label exclusive 
collection features a wide range of in-house 

designed essentials.
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ICONIC DOT SHOPPING BAG ORNAMENT

This novelty shopping bag ornament is glitter-
embellished and perfect for any shopper during 

seasons of gift-giving.

Price: $48

LEATHER HEART ORNAMENT

This heart-shaped leather-printed ornament features 
the iconic dot print and is a perfect holiday gift.

Price: $48

WHITE SMILEY COASTERS

The iconic smiley faces were designed by artist Kris 
Ruhs and created specifically for the New York City 

Seaport location. 

Price: $40

ICONIC DOT ZIP POUCH  
WITH BLACK INTERIOR

This pouch features a 10 Corso Como leather pull tab 
on the top zipper. The perfect size for carrying make-

up, writing materials, or small objects. 

Price: $120
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3.9" L x 3.9" W x 3.1" H

Price: $5

6.7" L x 6.7" W x 3.5" H

Price: $10

12.6" L x 12.6" W x 3.5" H

Price: $15

Measurements: 2.4" L x 2.4" W x 1.78" H

Price: $3

PACKAGING
Enjoy complimentary gift packaging on all purchases.

PREMIER PACKAGING
The Iconic Dot Square Box is a part of 10 Corso Como's exclusive 
collection featuring a wide range of in-house designed essentials. 
These four exclusive boxes feature the signature iconic dot design 
with 10 Corso Como New York logo. This artistic box is perfect for 

gift-giving or tabletop decoration.
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Please contact info@10corsocomo.nyc  
for all order inquiries, including corporate 

pricing inquiries.

10 Corso Como New York

212.265.9500 
1 Fulton Street, New York, NY 10038

www.10corsocomo.nyc 
@10corsocomo.newyork




